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Abstract. The imaging of ocean surface waves by synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
is investigated using two-dimensional Monte-Carlo simulations. The properties of
the SAR imaging mechanism for windseas and swell in the Bragg scattering regime
are discussed as a function ofa few governing non-dimensional parameters formed
from a combination of SAR and ocean wave parameters. The parameter ranges
may be classified into three regimes corresponding to linear and weakly nonlinear,
medium nonlinear and strongly nonlinear imaging. The nonlinearities are induced
by motion effects (velocity bunching, velocity spread and acceleration smearing),
while the real aperture radar (RAR) tilt and hydrodynamic modulation processes
are regarded as linear. In the strongly nonlinear imaging regime, the velocity
bunching mechanism causes a rotation of the spectral peak towards the range
direction and a stretching of the peak wavelength. In addition, the azimuthal
resolution is degraded through the Doppler spreading arising from the different
facet velocities within a SAR resolution cell. The imaging properties in this regime
are largely governed by two non-dimensional parameters, the velocity bunching
and velocity smearing parameter. The nonlinear imaging distortions are strongest
for broad spectra (windseas) and are significantly weaker for narrow-band swell.
In the linear and weakly nonlinear imaging regime, the superposition of the
hydrodynamic and tilt cross-section modulation and the velocity bunching trans
fer function normally produces a rotation of the spectral peak towards the
azimuthal direction. The interference characteristics of these different modulation
mechanisms depends on the wave propagation direction and can lead to a
significant distortion of the image. This is often seen in large differences in the
image modulation depths of waves propagating parallel and anti-parallel to the
flight direction.

1. Introduction
The imaging of the ocean surface by synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is known to

be strongly influenced by the orbital motions of the surface waves. The Doppler shifts
induced by these motions distort the phase history of the backscattered signal which is
used to synthesize the azimuthal resolution. Their effect on the SAR imaging has been
studied in many investigations. However, most explicit numerical calculations have
been restricted either to the linear mapping regime, for which the linear superposition
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principle applies, or to single sinusoidal waves (see e.g. Elachi and Brown 1977,
Alpers and Rufenach 1979, Swift and Wilson 1979, Valenzuela 1980, Raney 1981,
Rufenach and Alpers 1981, Rotheram 1983, Plant and Keller 1983, Ivanov 1983,
Ouchi 1984, Tucker 1985, Hasselmann et al. 1985). Unfortunately, the SAR imaging
mechanism of ocean waves is often nonlinear, so that the SAR imaging of a
continuous wave spectrum cannot be described generally by the superposition of
linearly mapped sinusoids. Similarly, it is not clear how the nonlinear mapping
computations for a single sinusoid can be carried over into the realistic case of an
arbitrary spectral continuum.

In this paper we study the nonlinear imaging of a two dimensional random surface
wave field by means of Monte-Carlo mapping computations. This method was first
applied by Alpers (1983) to the imaging of one-dimensional ocean wave fields. His
simulations, however, although giving valuable insight into several features of the
SAR imaging mechanism, were unable to model many important properties of the
two-dimensional mapping process adequately. This includes. in particular, the most
striking characteristics of SAR wave images: the pronounced asymmetries observed
between the imaging of range and azimuthally travelling waves.

Two-dimensional Monte-Carlo simulation studies have been applied previously in
a comparison study of ocean wave spectra measured with a buoy and SAR image
spectra obtained over the North Sea during the Shuttle Imaging Radar-B (SIR-B)
mission (Alpers et al. 1986). Similar two-dimensional Monte-Carlo simulations have
been made by Alpers and Briining (1986) in a pilot study to assess the relative
importance of the various motion-induced contributions to the SAR imaging
mechanism of ocean waves and also by Lyzenga (1986).

Since the work described in this paper has been completed, a new closed integral
relation for the nonlinear transformation of an ocean wave spectrum to a SAR image
spectrum has been derived by Hasselmann and Hasselmann (1990). The transform
ation computations using this expression are significantly faster than Monte-Carlo
computations and avoid the statistical sampling errors of the latter approach. The
closed transformation expression can also be readily inverted using standard inverse
modelling methods. The new relation has been applied to studies of LEWEX wave
and SAR spectra (Hasselmann et al. 1990).

In the present paper, we attempt a more complete investigation of the SAR
imaging mechanism using the Monte-Carlo technique in which the parameter ranges
for the linear and nonlinear imaging regimes are systematically explored. The
motivation of this study is to provide a computational data base in support of future
inversion algorithms for extracting information on ocean wave spectra from two
dimensional SAR image spectra in future satellite and Space Shuttle missions such as
ERS-I, Radarsat and SIR-C.

2. The ocean wave SAR imaging model
The SAR imaging model used in this investigation is the generalized velocity

bunching model described in Alpers and Rufenach (1979), Alpers et al. (1981), Alpers
(1983), Hasselmann et al. (1985), and Alpers and Briining (1986). The electromagnetic
interaction of the SAR microwave radiation with the ocean wave field is described by
a two-scale wave model (Wright 1968, Bass et al. 1968) in which the complex
reflectivities (backscattering coefficients) of spatially separated backscattering ele
ments (facets) are assumed to be uncorrelated in phase, but to be modulated in
amplitude by the long waves. In the basic backscattering two-scale model the
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separation scale is defined as the facet dimension. In applying the model to a SAR it is
useful to introduce also an additional separation scale given by the SAR resolution
scale. This divides the ocean wave field into deterministic and statistical regimes.
Ocean waves longer than the SAR resolution scale can be imaged explicitly by the
SAR while the subresolution scale waves need to be described statistically. In general,
the SAR resolution scale is an order of magnitude larger than the facet dimension.

It is normally assumed that the backscattering mechanism is primarily Bragg
scattering but this is not essential for the formulation of the general theory (an
application of the theory to the specular reflection regime is given in Winebrenner and
Hasselmann 1988). A detailed discussion of the validity of the assumptions entering
into this model is given in Hasselmann et al. (1985). In the present application, Bragg
backscattering will be assumed, since ocean wave imaging SARs normally operate in
the range of incidence angles between 200 and 600 in which this is the dominant
imaging mechanism.

The physical processes responsible for the imaging of surface waves consist of the
tilt and hydrodynamic cross-section modulation, the so-called RAR (real aperture
radar) or amplitude modulation processes, and the motion effects, or the phase
modulation processes.

Tilt modulation is a purely geometrical effect. It describes the variations in
backscattered energy due to changes in the local radar incidence angles as the
directions of the facet normals are modulated along the long wave profile. The
hydrodynamic modulation arises from the interaction between the Bragg scattering
waves and the long ocean waves. This produces a non-uniform distribution of the
short Bragg waves with respect to the long ocean waves. In the Bragg backscattering
regime, the RAR cross-section modulation, defined as the superposition of these two
processes, is generally assumed to be linearly dependent on the long ocean wave field.

The motion effects influence the SAR imaging mechanism by distorting the
complex reflectivity, in particular the phase history of the signal returned from a
backscattering element (facet), which is used by the SAR to reconstruct the azimuthal
coordinates of the individual scattering elements. The phase variation of a back
scattering facet is determined by the radial component (i.e., the component directed
towards the radar) of the orbital motions of the long ocean waves. It can be
characterized, for the finite time in which the scattering element is viewed by the SAR,
by a first order mean Doppler offset proportional to the mean radial orbital velocity
and a second order Doppler broadening proportional to the mean radial orbital
acceleration ('mean' refers here to the SAR viewing time).

The Doppler offset gives rise to an azimuthal offset in the image which alternates
with the sign of the long orbital velocity. The alternating azimuthal displacements of
the facets produce associated variations of the apparent facet density, thereby
visualizing the waves even when no cross-section modulation is present. However,
when this 'velocity bunching', mechanism becomes so strong that the facet displace
ments become comparable with or larger than the long wave wavelengths, the wave
patterns in the SAR image become severely distorted or can even be completely
smeared out.

The Doppler broadening of a backscattering facet arises from the quadratic phase
error induced by the radial orbital acceleration of the long ocean waves. This causes a
(spatially variable) azimuthal smearing of the image, i.e. a degradation of the
azimuthal resolution. In the terminology of the SAR two-scale model, 'long waves'
refer here to all waves whose half wavelength exceeds the SAR resolution scale.
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In addition to these imaging properties of individual backscattering facets, a
further azimuthal smearing occurs when considering the image of a complete SAR
resolution cell. This is caused by the Doppler spreading of the net back scattered
return from a resolution cell due to the sub-resolution scale variations of the orbital
velocities of different backscattering facets within the cell. The origin of this
azimuthal smearing is, of course, still the basic velocity bunching mechanism. In
principle, the effect could be described deterministically without recourse to the SAR
two-scale concept, if the SAR imaging process were simulated in our Monte-Carlo
computation with a sufficiently high resolution of the sea surface of the order of the
facet dimension. But it is more efficient, and entirely equivalent, to choose the
horizontal sea surface resolution equal to the SAR resolution scale, and to describe
the contribution of the subresolution scale velocity bunching equivalently as a
statistical velocity spread term.

In contrast to the acceleration smearing, the velocity spread azimuthal smearing is
not a spatially variable quantity but can be regarded, with respect to the long wave
scale, as spatially constant. Its effect on SAR ocean waves imaging, which has been
observed in many SAR images, can be described simply as a low-pass azimuthal filter
(Seichter 1980, Beal et al. 1983, Monaldo 1984, Hasselmann et al. 1985, Alpers and
Bruning 1986). (In the closed nonlinear transfer expression of Hasselmann and
Hasselmann (1990), the azimuthal filter term is recovered explicitly as a factor
exp (_k:<~2», where k, is the azimuthal wave number component and <~2> is the
total mean square azimuthal displacement due to velocity bunching. Note that <~2>

is defined here as the integral over the entire wave spectrum, not just over the sub
resolution scale components. This is in accordance with the empirical findings of
Lyzenga (1986) and Beal (personal communication».

In the Monte-Carlo technique used in this study, we apply the standard SAR
imaging model to compute a set of individual SAR images for a series of random
realizations of the ocean wave field. Each image is constructed by superimposing the
displaced and smeared image computed for each pixel, i.e., each separate SAR
resolution cell, of the original scene. The SAR image variance spectrum is then
obtained by averaging the individual SAR variance spectra, computed for each
individual scene, over a sufficiently large ensemble of wave field realizations (typically
50). The averaged SAR variance spectra then have 100 degrees of freedom.

According to this SAR ocean wave imaging model, the relation between the SAR
image intensity l(x) and the surface backscattering cross-section e(x) for a given wave
field realization is given by

I(x) = Ha(x')(PaN(X'» -I exp - {n 2(x- x' -~,(X'»2/P;N(X')}(i(y-y')dy'dx' (I)

where I(x) is defined in the same dimensionless units as a(x), x = (x, y) and
x' = (x' ,y') denote the Cartesian coordinates of the image and the ocean plane,
respectively, R is the distance between the antenna and the target and Vthe platform
velocity. The x-direction is taken as the azimuthal (satellite flight) direction. The term
(RjV) u,(x') represents the Doppler offset arising from the radial orbital (facet)
velocities u,(x') of the long ocean waves.

Neglecting the (very small) range-azimuthal coupling, the SAR system is represen
ted as separable in the azimuthal and range channels. With respect to the range
resolution, the sea surface can be considered as frozen, since the velocity relevant for
range location is the speed of light. To simplify the discussion, the SAR impulse
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(2)

response function in the range direction has been simply set equal to the Dirac delta
function e5(y-y').

The width of the impulse response function in the azimuthal direction is
determined by the 'orbital velocity degraded' azimuthal resolution for N incoherent
looks PaN (X') (cf. Raney 1980, Rufenach and Alpers 1981, Alpers and Bruning 1986)

[
n2T4 I (L'.X)2JI /2

P.N(x')=Np. I+N2A5a;(x')+N27

The second and third terms in the square root expression represent the degradation
due to the large-scale orbital acceleration a,(x') and the subresolution scale velocity
spread L'.x, respectively. The scale P. denotes the nominal single-look azimuthal
resolution

o, = AoR/(2 VI) (3)

where Ao is the radar wavelength and T the full-bandwidth, single-look SAR
integration time.

For the purposes of this paper we will consider only a simplified multi-look
analysis, in which each look is assumed to sample a sea surface with the identical
instantaneous long wave field properties, as defined with respect to the centre of look
time. Different looks therefore differ only in the different (independent) realizations of
the short wave scattering components. Thus we ignore the fact that the long wave
components experience a small translation, with their respective phase velocities,
from one look to the next. This has led to some confusion in the literature with regard
to the significance of the long wave phase velocity in SAR imaging. The phase velocity
enters in multi-look image superpositioning but not in the basic single look imaging
process. The higher order multi-look aspects have been discussed in detail by Raney
and Vachon (1988). We also neglect scanning distortions (cf. Valenzuela 1980, Harger
1980, Plant and Keller 1983). These effects are generally negligible for satellites with
small ratios of wave phase velocity to platform velocity but can become important for
aircraft SARs. Finally, we do not model clutter noise explicitly in our simulations,
since this can be treated theoretically (cf. Alpers and Hasselmann 1982).

Completing our definition of terms in equation (2), L'.x is proportional to the SAR
subresolution scale r.m.s radial orbital velocity «U,)2>' /2, composed of the contri
bution to the facet velocities from all waves whose half wavelength is smaller than the
SAR resolution cell (see, for example, Tucker 1983, 1985, Hasselmann et al. 1985,
Alpers and Briining 1986),

(4)

Except for very small wind speeds, the short subresolution scale waves lie in Phillips'
equilibrium range of the wave spectrum and one can therefore estimate L'.x as

L'.x=n~~~)'/2 (5)

where k; = n/(Np.p,)'/2 denotes the SAR high wavenumber resolution cut off, P, is
the ground range resolution, g the acceleration of gravity and ex is Phillips' parameter
determining the energy level of the high frequency equilibrium spectrum (Phillips
1977).
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(6)

(7)

3. The ocean wave spectrum
The two-dimensional ocean wave spectrum in this study is modelled by a

JONSWAP spectrum E(k) (Hasselmann et al. 1973) with a frequency dependent
spreading factor (Mitsuyasu 1975)

(J( {5( k ) - 2 [ (k
112

-k
lI2)2J}

E(k)='i- 4exp -4 k
m

+lnyexp 2o-;k: N(P) cos
2 p

(r/>-r/>m)

where k= [k], k m is the peak wavenumber (corresponding to the peak frequency of the
JONSWAP frequency spectrum, y the peak enhancement factor, r/>m the angle between
the wave propagation direction and the flight (x-)direction, (JJ is a parameter which
describes the width of the JONSWAP spectrum,

{
(J. if k~km

(JJ=
(Jb if k-;:'km

and N(P) is the spreading function normalization factor

I f(1+p/2)
N(P) nl12 f(I/2+p/2) (8)

(9)

The exponent p in the spreading function is taken as a function of wavenumber
following Mitsuyasu (1975) (see also Hasselmann et al., J980, Holthuijsen 1981),

{
0-46 (k/k )-1'2Sp for k-;:.kmp= m m
0·46 (k/km) 2 ' SPm for u-:«;

where

(10)

and U denotes the wind speed at a height of 19·5 m and cm = (g/k m )112 is the phase
velocity of the peak wavenumber.

In generating realizations of the surface wave field for the Monte-Carlo simul
ations, equation (6) is used only up to the SAR separation scale k.. Beyond this cut
off, the velocity bunching mechanism is expressed statistically by the velocity spread
term given by equation (5).

The JONSWAP form, equation (6), with appropriate choice of parameters, was
used for both windsea and swell simulations. For growing windsea spectra, the
JONSWAP parameters (J(=O·OI, y=3'3 and (J.=0·07, (Jb=0·09 were chosen, in
accordance with Hasselmann et al. (1973). The same (J., (Jb values were retained also
for all other simulations. Fully developed spectra were represented by the Pierson
Moskowitz spectrum, with (J( = 0·0081 and y= 1. Swell was described by a highly
peaked JONSWAP spectrum with y= 10 and variable energy levels given by (J( =4,2, I
and 0·25 x 10- 3 . The scaling parameter k m was varied in all simulations.

The dependence on the directional distribution was not systematically explored,
as it was found that the simulations were generally rather insensitive to the precise
form assumed for the spreading function. A marked spreading function dependence
was found only for very narrow band swell (where a narrower distribution than the
form of equation (9) is generally appropriate). Systematic simulation runs covering
the imaging parameter phase space were carried out for a fully developed
Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum. The other spectral forms were used only in ex
ploratory simulations to test the sensitivity of the results on the assumed spectral
shape.
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4. Non-dimensional imaging parameters
To systematize the results of the simulation experiments, it is useful to introduce

non-dimensional parameters characterizing the various SAR imaging processes.

4.1. Velocity bunching parameter
The modulation of the SAR image intensity induced by velocity bunching is

proportional to the gradient of the radial orbital velocity in the azimuthal direction,
(ojox) u,(x). The process can be described by a linear modulation transfer function
(MTF) if I (RjV> (ojox) u, (x) I < < I (Alpers et al. 1981), and is strongly nonlinear if
the reverse inequality holds.

A useful parameter describing the degree of nonlinearity is the non-dimensional
velocity bunching parameter (Alpers 1983):

where

R/(O )Z)' /Z
e =v\ axu,(x) ""emaxCOS l1>m

Remax=_g'/Zk3IZH cos e
4V m s

(I I)

(12)

(13)

Here H, denotes the significant waveheight, l1>m is the propagation direction of the
peak wave component k m relative to the azimuth direction and 0 is the incidence
angle. The parameter e maxrepresents the ratio of the azimuthal displacement induced
by the orbital velocity to the dominant wave length of the spectrum. e represents the
corresponding ratio with respect to the longer effective wavelength )'x = 2rrjkx for a
wave profile along the azimuthal direction. For waves propagating in range direction,
e becomes zero, i.e, the orbital motion effects vanish and the waves are imaged
linearly. The maximum nonlinearity occurs for waves propagating in azimuthal
direction, e = e max. For fully developed wind seas, equation (12) implies that e is
proportional to km liZ or U- " since in this case H, - km and km- U - z. Thus for fully
developed windseas, the nonlinearity decreases with increasing wind speed. Although
contrary to immediate intuition, this can be readily understood as a result of the
increasing wavelength of the windsea, which increases more rapidly with wind speed
( - U Z

) than the Lm.S. orbital velocity ( - U).

4.2. Velocity spread parameter
A non-dimensional velocity spreading parameter Av characterizing the degrad

ation of the azimuthal resolution due to variations of the sub-resolution scale facet
velocities (cf. equations (2) and (4)) can be defined as

R 2rrT{ag}'/Z
Av = tujo,= 2' /Zrr-V«(u,)Z> liZ jo,""---;;; k,

For a short wave spectrum, which could be severely degraded by the azimuthal cut
off, a more relevant parameter than the ratio Sx]Pa is the ratio

( \4)

of the azimuthal image smearing scale to the ocean peak wavelength )'m' Values of F;
of order unity imply that the velocity spread significantly attenuates the image
spectrum not only at high wave numbers but also in the region of the spectral peak.

In addition to the velocity spread term, the image is smeared by the second-order
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orbital acceleration. However, although this term is included in the computations, it
was found to be small compared with the velocity spread contribution. Thus we have
not stratified the date with respect to this effect and need not introduce a correspond
ing non-dimensional acceleration parameter.

4.3. Siqnal-to-clutter-noise ratio
As already mentioned, clutter noise is not explicitly included in the present SAR

imaging model (equation (I)), as this can be readily computed theoretically (Alpers
and Hasselmann 1982). Tn the low wavenumber domain the clutter spectrum is white
and is given by

G~I=(~r2p. (15)

The signal-to-clutter ratio SIC is defined here in terms of a peak to background ratio
as

(16)

where F?" is the SA R energy density of the spectral peak. Tn the linear regime SIC
can be shown to be approximately proportional to the parameter

(17)

which we shall therefore use as an alternative simple non-dimensional parameter
characterizing the signal-to-clutter ratio.

Another parameter which is useful for characterizing the signal-to-clutter ratio is
the shortest wavelength Aci which can still be detected before the SAR spectral signal
merges into the clutter background spectrum, or the dimensionless ratio

A~, = Acl/2NP. (18)

where N P. is the theoretical SAR resolution (without motion degradation) for N
looks.

4.4. Distortion parameters
To characterize the nonlinear image distortions we introduce the following non

dimensional parameters:

(I) the stretching parameter for the peak wavelength,

S = A:',j).~ (19)

where A;", A~ denote the wavelengths of the spectral peaks in the SAR image
and ocean planes, respectively:

(2) the rotation parameter for the propagating direction of the peak wave
numbers,

M=~-~ a~

where <1>;", <I>~ denote the azimuthal angles of the spectral peaks in the SAR
image and ocean planes, respectively; and

(3) the signal-to-clutter ratio (SIc), equation (16) and the dimensionless azi
muthal signal-to-clutter cut-off wavelength )'~I' equation (18).
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Figure I. Region of nonlinearity in the distortion parameter plane S (peak wave length
stretching) and ILi<I>1 (rotation of peak wavenumber direction).

The stretching and the rotation parameters, S and ~<I>, can be used to define the
regimes where the SAR imaging process is weakly, medium or strongly nonlinear (see
figure I).

(23)

(22 a)

(22 b)

5. Linear SAR imaging

5.1. RAR modulation transfer function
To a good approximation, it can be assumed that for a 'frozen sea surface' the real

aperture radar (RAR) cross-section fractional modulation m(x) = u(x)/u(u = mean of
o) is linearly related to the long ocean wave field. In this case the imaging can be
described in the Fourier domain by a complex dimensionless modulation transfer
function MRAR(k) (Alpers et al. 1981, Feindt et al. 1986)

m(k) = u(k)/u = kMRAR(k)Z(k)+kMRAR( -k)Z( -k) (21)

Here m (k), u(k) denote the Fourier transforms of m (x), u(x), respectively and Z(k) is
the Fourier wave component of the ocean surface elevation ~(x, t).

u(x) = u+ fU(k) exp (ikx)dk

m(x) = fm(k) exp (ikx)dk

~(x, t)= f( Z(k) exp i(kx-wt)+compl. conj.)dk

where w=Jgk.
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Note that in contrast to equations (22), Z(k) contains information on the direction
of wave propagation. The Fourier amplitudes Z(k) must be distinguished from the
Fourier amplitudes of the transform of the frozen surface at time t =0, which would
be given by Z(k) +Z( - k)*. We shall in fact consider the surface only at time t=O, but
still need the full time representation in order to consider both the instantaneous
surface elevation and surface orbital velocity.

The (two sided) variance spectrum of the cross-section modulation F(k) and
surface wave spectrum E(k) are related to the (statistically independent) Fourier
amplitudes through

(24)

and

(25)

The relation between the RAR image spectrum and surface wave spectrum is thus
given by

(26)

The RAR modulation transfer function M
RAR consists of the sum of the complex non

dimensional hydrodynamic and tilt MTFs,

(27)

The tilt contribution to MRAR can be computed theoretically but the hydrodynamic
MTF is only poorly known. In the present study we assume that MRAR is independent
of k and that the azimuthal dependence of the modulus and phase of M RAR is given by

(28)

and

(29)

where M~AR and IJ~AR are constants. We have set M~AR = 5 and IJ~AR=45° for most
simulations.

The expressions (28), (29), with these values of the constants, are fairly representa
tive of the results obtained in backscattering experiments in the open ocean and wind
wave tank measurements (cf. Feindt 1985, Wright et al. 1980, Schroeter et al. 1986).
Equation (28) implies a ratio of 2: 1 for the upwind/downwind to the crosswind
cross-sections. A phase dependence of the form (29) results if the maximum
hydrodynamic modulation occurs near the crests of the long ocean waves, so that the
phase IJhyd, of the hydrodynamic MTF is approximately zero (Wright et al. 1980,
Plant and Keller 1983). In this case IJRAR is determined largely by lJ'ill, which is in phase
with the long wave slope. Note that the sign of IJRAR depends on the ocean wave
propagation direction relative to the radar look direction and is negative if the waves
propagate towards the radar. In general it was found that the imaging is not very
sensitive to the form assumed for M RAR except for some interference effects with the
linear velocity bunching MTF in the linear regime (cf. following sub-section and § 7).

5.2. Velocity bunching transfer function
In the linear imaging regime, the velocity bunching mechanism can be described

by a linear modulation transfer function, MVb
, in analogy with the RAR modulation
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transfer function (Alpers et al., 1981, and many others),

b R k; k ; .
MV(k)=vTw(cosO-iksme) (30)

The first term in equation (30) arises from the vertical velocity component, while
the second term, in quadrature with the first, from the horizontal velocity component.
For steep incidence angles 0, appropriate for satellite SAR imaging, the maximum of
M'b is encountered for waves propagating in the azimuthal direction, <I>m = 0°:

(31)

5.3. SAR modulation transfer function
In the linear imaging regime, the net SAR modulation transfer function, MSAR, is

given by the complex sum

The square modulus is accordingly

IMsARI2 = MRARI2 + IMvbl2 +2IMRARIIM'bl cos (I)Vb_I)RAR)

(32)

(33)

IMsARI depends strongly on the azimuth angle <I>m' as seen in the examples shown in
figure 2 for the cases IMvblmax=0'5, 7, 0·6,15,3 (see equation (31». The SAR MTF
exhibit minima near the range direction (<I>m = 90°, 270°) since the velocity bunching
contribution (equation (30» vanishes for these directions. Although the (moduli of
the) RAR and velocity bunching transfer functions are separately symmetric about
the range axis, the net SAR MTF is in general not symmetric about this axis because
of interference between the complex velocity bunching and RAR modulation transfer
functions (figure 3). For the RAR phase relation (equations (28) and (29» chosen
for most of our computations, the modulations add constructively in the range
- 90° < I) < 90°, where I) = I)'b_I)RAR, and destructively otherwise.

6. Monte-Carlo simulations
To compute the transformation from the surface wave spectrum to the SAR image

spectrum, individual SAR images were computed for an ensemble of realizations of
the surface wave field. Each SAR image was Fourier analysed, and the statistical
image variance spectrum was then estimated by averaging the square modulus of the
Fourier amplitudes of the individual image spectra over the ensemble of realizations.

The individual surface wave realizations were simulated by superimposition of a
discrete two-dimensional amplitude spectrum of sine and cosine surface wave
components, each Fourier component being generated by a Gaussian random
number generator whose variance was normalized by the spectral energy contained in
that discrete spectral bin.

The SAR image for an individual surface wave realization was computed using
the basic mapping relation (I). The spatial cross-section field was obtained by
inversion of the Fourier transform, which was determined using equations (21), (22),
(28) and (29). The range velocity and range acceleration fields were similarly
constructed from the Fourier representations, using the transfer function relations of
standard linear wave theory,

v,(k) = - iwD(k)Z(k)

a,(k) = - w 2D(k)Z(k)

(34)

(35)
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Figure 2. The modulus of the dimensionless SAR modulation transfer function IMsARI as a
function of azimuth angle <IJ~ for a fixed RAR MTF (linear imaging).

where the factor

D(k) = cos ()- i(ky/k) sin () (36)

represents the ratio of the range component of the orbital velocity and acceleration
vectors relative to the vertical components.

For )'m < 200 m, a two-dimensional array of 128 x 128 pixels with a pixel size of
12m x 12m, was used, yielding a 1536m x 1536m scene. For )'m;' 200 m the pixel size
was doubled to 24mx24m (3072mx3072m scene). The SAR image variance
spectrum was smoothed by applying a 3 pixel Hanning filter in the range wavenumber
direction.

The SAR and ocean wave parameters used for most of the simulations are listed in
tables I and 2. The largest R/V value of 128s applies for Seasat, while R/V=O
corresponds to a RAR. The ocean wave parameters refer to a fully developed
Pierson-Moskowitz windsea, while the ocean peak wavelength Am was varied through
the values 100 m, 200 m and 400 m. The azimuth angle <I>m was varied in the range
0°-180° in steps of 30° (since the SAR modulation transfer function M SA R is
symmetric about <I>m =0, only the half space 0° < <I>m < 180° need be considered, cf.
figure 2).
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Table I. SAR parameters used in the core simulations

AD s. R/V 0 '1
RA R

(m) (m) N (s) C) • M~AR n
0·235 6·25 4 0 23 5 45

15
30
60

128

Table 2. Ocean wave parameters used in the core SAR simulation

'" y Am(m) <l>m n
0·0081 1·0 100 0

30
60
90

120
150
180
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In addition to the 'core' simulation cases listed in tables I and 2, simulation runs
were also carried out for sea states corresponding to typical growing. windseas
(y=3'3, 0(=0·01, Am= 200 m, with R/V= 128s) and narrow peak ocean swells, to
assess the dependence of the results on the form assumed for the wave spectrum (cf.
§3). Similarly, to investigate the sensitivity of the SAR imaging process on the form
assumed for the RAR MTF, a series of simulations were also carried out with
IMRARI = 5, 10, 15and '1RAR =0°,45°,90° for fixed values of c max(cmax= 2,3, 1,1,0'55)
and et>m (et>m=Oo, 30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, 150°). The variance spectra were computed by
averaging over 50 Monte-Carlo simulations (100 degrees of freedom).

Examples of two-dimensional Monte-Carlo simulations are presented in
figures 4-6 for the case of a fully developed windsea with peak wavelength
Am= 2n/k m = 100m and varying R/V values and propagation directions. For
Am = 100m the R/Vvalues listed above correspond to the nonlinear (velocity bunch
ing) parameter values c max= 3·1, ]·5, 0·7, 0-4, 0 «b)-(f) respectively; (a) represents
the ocean wave spectrum itself). A comparison of the simulations for the three
different propagation directions shown in figures 4-6 (et>m = 0°; azimuthally propagat
ing waves; et>m = 60° and et>m = 90°: range propagating waves) illustrates the strong
influence of the wave propagation direction on the image spectrum.

A general feature of all SAR image spectra in the nonlinear regime is the strong
distortion into cigar shaped distributions (Seichter 1980). The spectral energy is
shifted towards lower azimuthal wavenumbers, resulting in a rotation of the SAR
image spectrum towards the range direction. In addition, the SAR spectra show a
sharp cut-off in azimuth and a broadening in the range direction. As C'"ax and A v are
gradually decreased «c)-(f) of figures 4-6) the SAR image spectra becomes less
distorted. The imaging process is essentially linear for c m•x< 1 for range-travelling
waves. In this regime, an asymmetry of the SAR image spectrum about the range
direction may occur due to the interference of the complex RAR and velocity
bunching MTFs.

For spectra with a broad peak in the range direction, a single peak windwave
spectrum can be mapped into a double-peaked SAR image spectrum (cf. figures 5 and
6). This is because the velocity bunching mechanism, which dominates the imaging in
most cases, vanishes for the range direction but rapidly takes on large values on either
side of this direction (cf. figure 2). Thus a rather sharp valley is normally cut into the
SAR spectrum along the range axis. The effect has been observed in SAR variance
spectra obtained from the Shuttle Imaging Radar-B (S[R-B) experiment (Bruning
et al. 1988).

In summary, figures 4-6 indicate a strong dependence of the SAR imaging
mechanism both on the nonlinearity parameter c max and on the direction of ocean
wave propagation et>m relative to the SAR flight direction. This is to be expected, as
the dominant motion effects, velocity bunching and velocity spread, are proportional
to cmax, and all contributions to the imaging process (velocity bunching, hydrody
namic and tilt modulation and image smear due to orbital acceleration and subreso
lution scale velocity spread) depend strongly on the azimuth angle.

7. Summary of Monte-Carlo simulations
In the following sections we summarize the results of the SAR simulation studies

for fully developed windseas in terms of the non-dimensional parameters defined in
equations (12), (13), and (14). The results are approximately valid also for growing
windseas and swells, for the same non-dimensional scaling parameters, provided the
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Figure 4. Examples of SAR imaging of a fully developed windsea with a peak wavelength of
100m propagating in flight direction (zero azimuth angle) for different R/Vratios. (a),
the ocean wave spectrum generated by 50 Monte-Carlo simulation runs. (h)-(f), the
SAR image spectra for the nonlinearity (velocity bunching) parameter values em" =3,1,
1'5, O' 7,0'4,0·0, respectively (the corresponding values of A" are 51,24, 12,6,0).
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spectral shape does not differ too strongly from the Pierson-Moskowitz fully
developed wind sea spectrum.

The data shown in figure 6-17 are based on a total of 105 numerical experiments,
each consisting of 50 Monte-Carlo simulations. To characterize the statistical
estimation uncertainties arising from the limitation to a finite number of Monte-Carlo
simulations for each parameter setting, Lm.S. errors were computed from a sample of
ten. independent numerical simulations, each consisting of 50 Monte-Carlo
realiza tions.

7.1. Stretching parameter
The stretching parameter S (equation (19)) is a function of the velocity bunching

parameter em•x (equation (12)), the dominant ocean wave propagation direction <l>m'
and the azimuthal smearing parameter Au (equation (13)). Figure 7 shows the
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Figure 7. Stretching parameter S ";A;"/A~ as a function of the nonlinearity (velocity bunching)
parameter emux for different azimuth angles <lim and fixed velocity spread parameter
A,=51.
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dependence of S on e m•x and <I>m for fixed Av = 51 (varying e m•x for fixed Av

corresponds to changing the peak wavelength for fixed RIll). A significant stretching
of the peak wavelength occurs for high values of e m•x but only in a small direction
segment around the zero azimuth direction ( - 20° < <I>m < 20°). In the range 30° < <I>~

< 150° the stretching parameter S remains below I· 5 for windseas and below 1·1 for
swell. Alpers and Briining (1986) have shown that the stretching is caused mainly by
velocity bunching, although the subresolution scale velocity spread A v also con
tributes. The statistical rms error of Sis of the order of 5-10 per cent.

The dependency of the stretching parameter.S on the RAR MTF was investigated
by additional SAR simulations for fixed e max and <I>m. The results are summarized in
table 3. sm;n and S'?": represent the minimum and maximum stretching parameter,
respectively, found within a sample of nine simulations obtained by combining the
three values IMIRAR= 5, 10, 15IJRAR=0°, 45°, 90°. Typically, differences in S up to 25
per cent occurred within a sample. However, no clear relationship emerged between
the minimum (maximum) S parameters and specific moduli and phases of the RAR
MTF. Therefore an averaged stretching parameter S was calculated as the best
estimate of S for different RAR MTF settings. For fixed emax, S deviates less than 10
per cent from the stretching parameters shown in figure 7, so that these curves may be
regarded as valid for a rather broad range of RAR MTF values.

When swell is imaged in the presence of a very low windsea, A v can become
smaller than the (Phillips saturation) value given by equation (13) (see Alpers and
Briining 1986). To study the effect of velocity spreading, additional simulation runs
were carried out in which A v was taken as half and twice the value given by equation
(13). Doubling Av increased S by 5-10 per cent in the range 30~<I>m~150° and by
15-35 per cent for azimuthally travelling waves, - 30° ~<I>m ~ 30°. Halving A v

Table 3. Mean stretching parameter S derived from the average of nine simulations with nine
different RAR MTFs obtained by combining all values IMRARI = 5, 10, 15,and IJRAR =0°,
45°, 90° for fixed velocity bunching parameter em" and azimuth angles lI>m. sm;n and
sm" denote the smallest and largest S parameter within a sample of nine experiments.

cmB~ lI>m S smin small.

2·3 30° 1·33 1·24 1·34
).) 30° )·08 1·0 1·24
0·55 30° 0·92 0·84 ),07

2·3 60° ),0) 0'8t 1·14t
1·1 60° 0·91 0·8t )·Ot
0·55 60° 0·88 0·73 0·95

2-3 90° 0·81 0·77 0·96
1·1 90° 0·91 0·77 0·96
0·55 90° 0·84 0·74 0·96

2·3 )20° 0·97 0·8 0·99
1·1 )20° 0·91 0·8 0·99
0·55 120° 0·9) 0·89 0·99

2·3 150° )·34 1·24 ),44

1·1 150° )·23 1·)3 1·24
0·55 150° 0·94 0·87 1·02

[value representative for: IMRARI = 10, IJRAR =0°; IMRAR= 15, IJRAR =0°,45°.
tvalue representative for: IMRARI=5, IJRAR=O°, 45°, 90°; IMRARI=IO, IJRAR=O°, 45°, 90°.
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decreased S by 5-10 per cent for 30°~ <1>~ ~ 150° and by 15-35 per cent for - 30°~ <1>m
~ 30°. This supports the conclusion that stretching is produced primarily by velocity
bunching rather than velocity spreading.

Alpers (1983) also found in his one-dimensional Monte-Carlo simulations that the
SAR peak wavenumber is shifted in the nonlinear imaging regime towards lower
wavenumber for azimuthally travelling waves. He predicted a rotation of the spectral
peak in the two dimensional case towards the range direction. The shift and the
rotation of the spectral peak has been observed by several authors in Seasat and SIR

. B SAR ocean wave images (cf. Vesecky and Stewart 1982, Beal et al. 1983, Monaldo
and Lyzenga 1986, Alpers et al. 1986, Bruning et al. 1988).

In the linear imaging regime, S is the order unity or slightly smaller
(figure 7). Values of S < I arise because the MTF relating the wave spectrum E(k) and
the SA R image spectrum F(k) is approximately proportional to k" where 2~ n~ 3,
(n=2 when the RAR MTF is dominant, and n=J if velocity bunching is more
important. Thus the peak of F(k) is shifted to higher wave numbers relative to, the
peak of E(k).

It should be pointed out, however, that in computations ofSAR image spectra for
a global wave hindcast during the SEASAT period, Hasselmann et al. (1988) found
no cases in which the purely linear theory,(without inclusion of an azimuthal cut-off
factor) could be meaningfully applied to infer the spectral shape of the SAR
spectrum. In all realistic cases, including weak swell spectra, the decay of the wave
spectrum towards higher wave numbers was weaker than the k 3 increase of the
velocity bunching MTF. This resulted in an unrealistic linear image spectrum which
increased monotonically with k without a discernible spectral peak. In practice, it
appears that the purely linear theory can be applied only to the low wavenumber end
of the spectrum and the position of the SAR spectral peak is generally determined by
the transition from the linear to the nonlinear domain. This is confirmed by the recent
analysis of Hasselmann and Hasselmann (1990). The authors find that the closed
transformation relation yields as next order after the purely linear theory a quasi
linear expression in which the linear SAR spectrum is simply multiplied by an
azimuthal cut-off factor exp (-k;' <~2».

7.2. Rotation parameter
The rotation of the spectral peak is shown in figure 8, again as a function of the

velocity bunching parameter cma
• and the propagation direction of the dominant

ocean wave <1>m' for fixed velocity spreading parameter A v =51. The rotation is
generally towards the range direction. It increases with Cmax and is greatest for waves
propagating in the azimuthal direction. As in the case of the stretching parameter, the
rotation is caused primarily by the nonlinearity of the velocity bunching mechanism,
although the sub-resolution scale velocity spread also contributes (see Alpers and
Bruning 1986).

To investigate the dependence of the rotation parameter L\<1> on the RAR MTF,
additional SAR simulations were carried out for the nine cases listed previously
with IMRARI = 5, 10, 15 and IJRAR = 0°, 45°, 90°. The results are presented in
figure 9(a)-(e), together with the core simulation curves from figure 8 for fixed'
azimuth angles <1>m' The curves show L\<1> for different RAR MTF settings for fixed
values of the velocity bunching parameter cma

• (cma
• = 0·55, 1·1, 2,3). In figures 9 (a),

(e), (<1>m =30°, 150°) the deviations from the core simulations (dotted lines) are
generally smaller than 10° (except for very large moduli of M RAR). We infer from these
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Figure 8. Rotation of the spectral peak as a function of the nonlinearity parameter em" for
different azimuthangles <1Jm (A,=51).

figures that the dependence of the rotation parameter on the RAR MTF is small as
long as the dominant ocean wave direction lies fairly close to the azimuthal direction
(<IJm =0°, 180°). However, as the propagation direction of the dominant ocean wave
approaches the range direction (<IJm = 90°, 270°), the velocity bunching mechanism
becomes weaker and the SAR imaging process is more strongly affected by variations
of the RAR MTF. This can be seen from figures 9 (bHc)(<IJm = 60°, 90°, 120°). In this
parameter regime, deviations of Ll<IJ from the core simulation values can exceed 30°.
The occasional jumps in Ll<IJ are due to an interchange of the primary and secondary
peaks seen on either side of the range wavenumber axis in figures 5 and 6 «b) and
(bHd), respectively).

The dependence on A, is weak. Simulation runs in the strongly nonlinear imaging
regime (cmax > 1,5) with a doubled velocity spread parameter A,=IOO yielded an
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Figure 9, Rotation ~<I> of the spectral peak as a function of the nonlinearity parameter em..
for different moduli and phases of the RAR MTF and for fixed azimuth angles (a),
<l>m = 30'; (b), <l>m =60'; (e), <l>m =90'; (d), <l>m = 120'; (e); <l>m = 150'. Also shown as
dolled curves are the core simulation results from figure 8 for particular azimuth.

increased rotation by 8° to )20. Halving Av to 25 decreases ~<Il by a similar amount.
The rotation angle showed some dependence on the shape of the spectrum, narrow
peak swells with a narrow directional distribution exhibiting smaller rotation angles.

In the linear imaging regime (Cmax < I), figure 8 occasionally shows a rotation of
the peak wavenumber towards the azimuthal direction. This results from the
interference of the RAR and velocity bunching modulation transfer functions. The
magnitude of the rotation can be as large as 15° for windseas but is generally smaller
than 3° for swell (this is of the order of the ~<Il r.m.s. error indicated in figure 8).

7.3. Siqnal-to-clutter ratio
The signal-to-c1utter ratio (SIC) is shown in figure 10, in the same format as

figures 7 and 8, as a function of cm
ax and !l.<Il, for fixed Av =51. The upper abscissa

axis shows the corresponding values for B= (kmP.)- I (cf equation (17», The
variation of cm• x and B in this figure should be interpreted as before as due to changes
in the fully developed sea state, i.e. the peak wavenumber or wind speed, for fixed
SAR parameters (the B values correspond to Seasat SAR parameter values). In the
medium and strongly nonlinear imaging regime (C'"ax > 1'5), SIC is largest for waves
propagating in the range direction and smallest for waves propagating in the
azimuthal direction. lt increases with decreasing cmax (increasing B). For azimuthally
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Figure 10. Spectral signal-to-clutter ratio (SIc) as a function of the nonlinearity parameter
em" or B for different azimuth angles <Ilm(A v = 51). The relation between em" and B is
based on SeasatSAR parameter values.

travelling waves, the ocean wave signal disappears in the clutter noise (log[S/CJ <0)
for emax > 3(B < 4).

In contrast to the stretching parameter and the directional rotation, the signal-to
clutter ratio shows a rather strong dependence on Av• Simulations with Au=100,
indicate that azimuthally travelling waves become undetectable already for emax > 2,
B < 8. (However, the effect of Avon the signal-to-c1utter ratio is better expressed in
terms of the detection wave length cut-off, cf. following subsection.) -

Figure II shows SIC as a function of emax and <11m for fixed B (B = 5,6). This figure
may be interpreted as keeping the sea state and SAR resolution fixed while varying
RI V. The corresponding values of Au are shown on the upper abscissa axis. The
signal-to-noise ratio first increases with increasing emax but then decreases again as
the velocity bunching parameter moves into the nonlinear regime. In the linear
regime, the interference of the RAR and velocity bunching modulation produces
variations in SIC for waves travelling in different propagation directions of the order
of 3-6 dB. The curves for different values of B are similar, the main effect of
increasing B being to increase SIC by a comparable factor (increasing B by a factor of
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two increases SIC by about 6 dB. The SIC r.m.s error values in these calculations were
less than ± 1·0dB, cf. figure II).

Simulation experiments were also carried out to test the dependence of the
imaging mechanism on the modulus and phase of the RAR MTF. Only a weak
dependence on IMRARI was found. In the linear and weakly nonlinear imaging
regimes, SIC decreases by 1-2 dB for an increase of IMRARI by a factor of two (to
I M

RAR I = 10). Still smaller changes are found in the strongly nonlinear regime.
Somewhat more sensitivity was found with respect to the phase 'IRAR of the RAR
modulation transfer function. In the simulation runs shown in figure 12, 'IRAR was
varied in the range _90° < 'IRAR < 90° in steps of 30°, with fixed IMRARI =5 and em

•
x

values of 0·5 (figure 12a)), 1·1 (figure 12b)) and 2·3 (figure 12(c)). Measurements of
'IRAR (Wright et al. 1980, Schroeter et al. 1986, Feindt 1985) generally yield values in
the range ±45°, depending on wind speed, ocean wave propagation direction and
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Figure 12. Spectral signal-to-clutter ratio (SIc) as a function of the phase '1RA R of the RAR
MTF. (a) Linear imaging regime em" "" 0,5, A,= 11,9, and B =5'6; (b) weakly non
linear, em"",,].] and A,=23'5; (c) strongly nonlinear, e m" ",,2·3 and A,=51. The
value of the modulus of the RAR MFT is 5.
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other parameters. In the linear imaging regime (Cm.x=O·S), the vanation of the
signal-to-clutter ratio due to interference effects can exceed SdB if the cross-section
and velocity bunching MTFs are of the same order of magnitude. However, in the
strongly nonlinear regime dominated by velocity bunching (Cm

•
x = 2·3). the variation

in SIC is less than 1dB.

7.4. Azimuthal cut-off wavelength
The sub-resolution scale velocity spread smears the SAR image in the azimuthal

direction and acts as an azimuthal low-pass filter. For the Seasat SAR the effective
azimuthal cut-off wavelength has been estimated by Tucker (1983) to be of the order
of 330 m. This result is confirmed by our simulation studies. The non-dimensional
azimuthal detection cut-off wavelength )'~I is approximately proportional to the
azimuthal velocity smear parameter Av (cf. figure 13). To first order, )'~I is independent
of the azimuth angle <1>m and the nonlinearity parameter cmax for windsea imaging.
The error bars shown in figure 13 encompass the azimuthal fall-off wavelengths of all
azimuth angles. However, 2~ shows a weak dependence on cmax for swell. Variations
of M RAR affect 2~1 only marginally.

The degradation of the azimuthal resolution due to velocity spread also affects the
detectability of the longer waves. Figure 14 shows polar plot isolines of the non-

)0('" x • 0 • .
Av

C mox = 2.9 }wm40 C
mox = 1.5

cmox = 0.7

Figure 13. Non-dimensional azimuthal clutter detection cut-off wavelength ).~, as a function
of A v for windsea and swell imaging.
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Figure 14. Isolines of the non-dimensional detectable ocean peak wave numbers K for fully
developed windseas, for A, =51 and A, =100.

dimensional ocean peak wavenumber detection threshold K for a fully developed
windsea for A,=51 and 100. The components of K are defined as Kx=k';"p.N,
Ky=k';"py, where p.N and Py are the resolution scales in the azimuthal (N-Iook) and
range directions, respectively, and k';" is the marginally detectable peak wavenumber
for which log [SIC] = O. No waves at all are visible in the SAR image for peak
wavenumbers km>k';". In computing figure 14, the SAR parameters were kept fixed at
the Seasat values, SIC varying only through km and <l>m' Thus the loss of detectability
is the combined result of the azimuthal cut-off and the reduction of SIC with
increasing em••. The weak asymmetry about the look direction is caused by the
interference effects discussed earlier.

8. Summary and conclusions
The Monte-Carlo simulations carried out in this study demonstrate that the

motions of the backscattering facets advected by the orbital velocity field of the long
ocean waves have a strong affect on the SAR imaging of two-dimensional wave
spectra. Nonlinear distortions occur for a wide range of ocean wave and SAR
parameters. The principal effects can be expressed as a stretching of the peak
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wavelength, a rotation of the spectral peak towards the range direction, and an
azimuthal spectral cut-off. All of these effects have been observed in SAR images.

The principal parameters governing the nonlinearity of the SAR imaging are the
velocity bunching parameter emax (equations (12», and velocity spread parameter A v

(equation (13». These depend on non-dimensional combinations of SAR and sea
state parameters. In addition, the imaging is strongly dependent on the mean ocean
wave propagation direction <I>m relative to the satellite flight direction. Strongly
nonlinear distortions occur in the main part of the spectrum (large stretching
parameters and rotation) in the parameter range em•xcos <I>m > 2. The signal to clutter
ratio (SIC) is also reduced in this parameter range. The velocity spread parameter A v

affects mainly the high wavenumber azimuthal cut-off. The influence of the large scale
radial orbital acceleration is generally smaller than the velocity bunching or velocity
spread terms (see also Alpers and Briining 1986).

The response of the SAR imaging process due to variations of the RAR MTF is
small for azimuthally propagating ocean waves. As to be expected, it becomes
stronger as the velocity bunching mechanism decreases for ocean waves propagating
more into the range direction.

For wave spectra with a peak in the range direction, the spectrum generally splits
into a double peaked SAR image spectrum. This is due to the vanishing of the velocity
bunching mechanism for range travelling waves. Due to the interference of the
velocity bunching and RAR modulation, the double peaks can be rather nonsym
metric with respect to the range direction, the details depending strongly on the
modulus and phase of the RAR MTF. A more detailed discussion of these effects can
be found in Briining et al. 1988.

For the practical application ofSAR wave imaging to wave forecasting and wave
climate statistics, the inverse problem of converting the measured SAR spectrum to a
wave spectrum will need to be addressed. This will presumably require multiple
forward transformation computations in some iterative optimization scheme. For
this and other problems, some form of parameterization would be desirable in which
the principle feature of the transformation can be rapidly determined from a set of
look-up tables. It is hoped that the comprehensive set of computations presented in
this paper will provide a useful data base for developing such parameterization and
inversion schemes in preparation for future applications of satellite SAR wave data.

It may be anticipated that future computations ofSAR image spectra from ocean
wave spectra and the development of inverse methods will be based on the comput
ationally more efficient closed spectral transformation relations of Hasselmann and
Hasselmann (1990). However, the Monte-Carlo technique applied in this paper will
remain a useful tool, as it can readily be expanded to more general cases involving, for
example, non-Bragg scattering processes.
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